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Dangers
Do we see danger for what it is? Danger in our
everyday work? Do we see it when running a lathe,
driving a pickup or other equipment, using fall
protection, or in the tasks we perform? Do we
respect the exposures we see and deal with every
day? Are we calibrated to see the potential fatal or
serious injury when it is right in front of us?
The objective of the VOLTS observation process is
to help each other be aware of the danger that is
right in front of us. When an observation is
performed, ideally the person being observed is
separated from normal complacency…or fast brain
thinking. One of the goals of an observation is to
slow things down just enough to see any potential
danger and to make good decisions regarding the
desired outcome. Each employee’s goal should
continue to be one without fatalities at IPSC. In
order to attain this goal, please speak up when an
opportunity presents itself. Many times an
observation gives people the opportunity to speak
up, and employees take comments well when
concern for safety comes in the form of an

observation. Behavior-based safety training
teaches how to complete observations with skill,
tact, and concern. When being observed, take the
opportunity to be open minded and receptive of
someone’s thoughts. It may not be easy, but being
open to another person’s observation is powerful—
it takes the person being observed out of their
comfort zone and complacent thinking. It builds just
the kind of safety culture the VOLTS process was
designed for so there aren’t any Serious Injuries or
Fatalities (SIFs) at IPSC.
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Here are some good conversation-starting questions to ask at
the end of an observation.


What do you see as the
highest risk to injury?



What do you see causing
the next incident? Why?



What is the most uncomfortable part of this job for
you?



What one thing most concerns you?

Preventing Serious Injuries and Fatalities
With the above pie chart showing PPE is 58 percent
of IPSC’s total potential SIFs (Serious Injury or
Fatalities) during the last six months, it is easy to see
why experts say that PPE has the lowest behavioral
reliability. What does that mean? Here is an
example of PPE vs. no PPE.

question—as will his/her family. If that employee
had been killed and someone had to tell his/her
spouse that he/she died because he/she made a
conscious choice not to wear his/her fall protection,
how would that affect the spouse and their children
down the road. Will they ask, “Didn’t my father/
mother love me enough to wear his/her fall
protection?” What kind of mind games will this play
with them for the rest of their lives?

In one part of the organization, a worker
develops carpal tunnel syndrome from
repetitive motions incurred while sitting at a
desk.

Behavioral reliability means that it is each person’s
choice to use or not use their PPE. Even though
IPSC employees are usually more than 98 percent
safe each month, during the last six months there
were 22 possible SIFs in the PPE category. If we
don’t pay attention to the possible SIFs, then one
day one of those events will be an SIF. If it is a
fatality, who do you want it to be? Out of 384
employees, who is the one that won’t go home
because of a choice he/she made? At IPSC, let’s
use our PPE every time it is needed and not let our
families down.

Elsewhere in the same organization, a
worker nearly falls off a platform—but
manages to right himself just in time.
The first event is a recordable injury. The
second, which could have resulted in a
serious injury or fatality, might never be
known by anyone other than the fortunate
worker and a few colleagues.1
Was the worker who nearly fell to his death wearing
his/her fall protection? That employee’s company
will certainly want to know the answer to that
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